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Abstra t
We onsider 2-Dimensional (Finite) Bin Pa king (2BP), whi h is one of the most important generalizations of the well-known Bin Pa king (BP) and alls for orthogonally pa king
a given set of re tangles (that annot be rotated) into the minimum number of unit size
squares.
There are many open questions on erning the approximability of 2BP, whereas the
situation for the 2-stage ase, in whi h the items must rst be pa ked into shelves that are
then pa ked into bins, is essentially settled. For this reason, we study the asymptoti worstase ratio between the optimal solution values of the 2-stage and general 2BP, showing that
it is equal to T1 = 1:691 : : :, the well-known worst- ase ratio of the Harmoni algorithm
for BP. This ratio is a hieved by pa king the items into shelves by de reasing heights as in
the Harmoni algorithm and then optimally pa king the resulting shelves into bins. This
immediately yields polynomial time approximation algorithms for 2BP whose asymptoti
worst- ase ratio is arbitrarily lose to T1 , i.e. substantially smaller than 2 + ", that was
the best ratio a hievable so far and onstituted the rst (re ent) improvement over the
2:125 ratio shown in the early 80s. In parti ular, we manage to push the approximability
threshold below 2, whi h is often a riti al value in approximation.
The main idea in our analysis is to use the fa t that the fra tional and integer BP
solutions have almost the same value, whi h is impli it in the approximation s hemes for
the problem, as a stand-alone stru tural result. This implies the existen e of modi ed
heights for the shelves whose sum yields approximately the number of bins needed to pa k
them. With this in mind, our proof an easily be adapted to di erent ases. For instan e,
we an derive new upper bounds on the worst- ase ratio of several shelf heuristi s for 2BP,
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among whi h a bound of ( 17
10 )( 9 ) = 2:077 : : : (rather than 2:125) on the 20-years-lasting
hampion mentioned above. Moreover, we an easily derive the asymptoti worst- ase ratio
between the 2-stage and general 2BP solution values as a fun tion of the maximum width
of the re tangles, showing that this ratio is independent of the maximum height.
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Introdu tion

We onsider 2-Dimensional (Finite) Bin Pa king, in whi h re tangles of spe i ed size have
to be pa ked into (larger) squares ( alled bins). The version of the problem whi h is most
relevant for pra ti al appli ations, as well as most studied in the literature, is the one in whi h
a spe i ed edge for ea h re tangle has to be pa ked parallel to a spe i ed edge of a bin. Su h
a requirement is alled orthogonal pa king without rotation. The obje tive is the minimization
of the number of bins used. A losely related problem is 2-Dimensional Strip Pa king (2SP),
in whi h there is a unique bin ( alled also strip) of nite width and in nite height and the
obje tive is to minimize the height used to pa k the re tangles. In parti ular, we study the
theoreti al approximability of 2BP, fo using on the oine version and noting that for the
online version there are a few results whi h are surveyed in [6℄ and will not be mentioned here.
For 2SP, a long series of results, starting in the early 80s with the work of Baker, Co man
and Rivest [1℄ and Co man, Garey, Johnson and Tarjan [8℄ and ending in the late 90s with the
elegant Asymptoti Polynomial-Time Approximation S heme (APTAS) proposed by Kenyon
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and Remila [17℄, settled the approximability of the problem. The situation for 2BP, whi h is
ertainly more omplex to deal with than 2SP, is quite di erent. In 1982, Chung, Garey and
Johnson [5℄ presented an approximation algorithm with asymptoti worst- ase ratio at most
2:125, and then for almost 20 years nothing happened. As a result, the 2:125 value appears in a
fairly large number of surveys on multidimensional pa king. Although not expli itly mentioned
in [17℄, the APTAS for 2SP in that paper an be used to a hieve a ratio not larger than (2 + ")
for 2BP (for any " > 0). This is obtained by pa king all the re tangles into an in nite strip
(almost minimizing the height used) and then utting this strip into sli es of height 1 so as
to get bins of the required size. The re tangles that are split between two bins an be pa ked
into additional bins. Apparently, there is no way to extend the method of [17℄ to 2BP so as
to get a worst- ase ratio stri tly better than 2. For the spe ial ase in whi h squares have to
be pa ked into squares, Seiden and van Stee [20℄ presented an approximation algorithm with
asymptoti worst- ase ratio arbitrarily lose to 1:555 : : :. We nally note that, to the best of
our knowledge, there is no result that rules out the existen e of an APTAS for 2BP.
Many simpli ed variants of 2BP and 2SP have been onsidered in the literature, being both
easier to deal with than the original problems and important in pra ti al appli ations. Among
these, very famous are the 2-stage versions of the problems, referred to as 2-Dimensional Shelf
Bin Pa king (2SBP) and 2-Dimensional Shelf Strip Pa king (2SSP). 2-stage pa king problems
were originally introdu ed by Gilmore and Gomory [14℄ and, thinking in terms of utting instead
of pa king, require that ea h item be obtained from the asso iated bin by at most two stages
of utting. Namely, after a rst stage in whi h the bins are horizontally ut into shelves,
the se ond stage produ es sli es whi h ontain a single item by utting the shelves verti ally.
Finally, an additional stage ( alled trimming) is allowed in order to separate an item from a
waste area, as in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Pa king re tangles into a bin in two stages.
Note that 2-stage pa king is equivalent to pa king the items in the bins in shelves, where
a shelf is a row of items having their bases on a line whi h is either the base of the bin or the
line drawn at the top of the tallest item pa ked in the shelf below (see again Figure 1). Many
lassi al heuristi s for 2SP [8, 2, 9℄ and 2BP [5℄ onstru t solutions that are in fa t feasible
for the 2-stage versions. We will all su h an algorithm a shelf algorithm. Moreover, the
approximability of 2SBP and 2SSP was re ently settled by Caprara, Lodi and Mona i [3℄, who
presented APTASs for both problems. Given this situation, it is natural to ask whi h is the
(asymptoti ) worst- ase ratio between the optimal 2SBP and 2BP solution values. The same
question for the 2SSP and 2SP ase was answered by Csirik and Woeginger [9℄, who proved
that this ratio is equal to T1 = 1:691 : : :, the well-known worst- ase ratio of the Harmoni
on-line algorithm for BP. Note also that the 2SP algorithm in [9℄ that a hieves this ratio is
on-line. A tually, T1 is also easily seen to be a lower bound for the 2SBP versus 2BP ase,
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although the only upper bound known so far (and fairly diÆ ult to prove) is 2:125 [5℄ (the 2 + "
ratio of [17℄ is not a hieved by pa king the items in two stages).
In this paper, we show that T1 is also the asymptoti worst- ase ratio between the optimal
2SBP and 2BP solution values. This ratio is a hieved by pa king the items into shelves by
de reasing heights as in the Harmoni algorithm and then optimally pa king the resulting
shelves into bins. This immediately yields polynomial time approximation algorithms for 2BP
whose asymptoti worst- ase ratio is arbitrarily lose to T1, i.e. substantially smaller than
what was known previously. In parti ular, we manage to push the approximability threshold
below 2, whi h is often a riti al value in approximation.
The main idea in our analysis is to use the fa t that the fra tional and integer BP solutions
have almost the same value, whi h is impli it in the approximation s hemes for the problem,
as a stand-alone stru tural result. This implies the existen e of modi ed heights for the shelves
whose sum yields approximately the number of bins needed to pa k them. With this in mind,
our proof an easily be adapted to di erent ases. For instan e, we an derive new upper
bounds on the worst- ase ratio of several shelf heuristi s for 2BP, among whi h a bound of
17
)( 119 ) = 2:077 : : : (rather than 2:125) on the 20-years-lasting hampion in [5℄ mentioned
( 10
above. The orre tness of this bound was mentioned as an open problem in the on lusions of
[5℄. Moreover, we an easily derive the asymptoti worst- ase ratio between the 2-stage and
general 2BP solution values as a fun tion of the maximum width of the re tangles, showing
that this ratio is independent of the maximum height.

Basi notation

In BP the input onsists of a set I of m items, the i-th having a size (or weight) si 2 (0; 1℄.
The obje tive is to pa k these items into the minimum number of unit apa ity bins. With an
abuse of notation, we will let I denote also the set of indi es f1; : : : ; mg.
In 2BP, 2SP, 2SBP, and 2SSP the input onsists of a set R of n re tangles, the j -th having
a width wj 2 (0; 1℄ and a height hj 2 (0; 1℄. Again, we will let R denote also f1; : : : ; ng. For
2BP and 2SBP the obje tive is to pa k the re tangles into the minimum number of unit size
squares, alled bins also in this ase. For 2SP and 2SSP the obje tive is to pa k the re tangles
in a bin of unit width and in nite height, alled strip, minimizing the height used. Moreover,
for 2SBP and 2SSP items must be pa ked into shelves and the shelves
P into the bin(s). A shelf
is a set S  R whose width and height are de ned respe tively by j 2S wj and maxj 2S hj .
Consider a minimization problem P, letting IP denote the set of all its instan es. Given an
instan e I 2 IP and an approximation algorithm A for P, let optP (I ) denote the value of the
optimal solution for I and heurA (I ) the value of the solution returned by A for instan e I . The
asymptoti worst- ase ratio of A is de ned by

R1 (A) := zlim
!1 sup


 heur (I )
A
: I 2 IP ; optP (I )  z :
optP (I )

An APTAS is an algorithm A(") that re eives on input also a required a ura y " > 0, runs in
time polynomial in the size of the instan e, and satis es R1(A("))  (1 + ") for every " > 0.
Given two minimization problems P1 , P2 with the same set of instan es and su h that
optP1  optP2 for all I 2 IP1  IP2 , we de ne the asymptoti worst- ase ratio of P1 versus P2
by
)
(
opt
(
I
)
P
1
R1 (P1 ,P2 ) := zlim
!1 sup optP2 (I ) : I 2 IP1 ; optP1 (I )  z :
3
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Some Basi Properties of BP

In this se tion we present some results on (the 1-dimensional) BP whi h form the basis of our
proof. All of the results in this se tion are either known or simple to derive starting from
other known results. On the other hand, probably nobody ever thought of using them together
sin e they on ern di erent aspe ts of the problem (approximation s hemes, pra ti al solution
methods, and on-line algorithms, respe tively).

The fra tional BP
In order to de ne the Fra tional BP (FBP), we slightly hange the notation to represent a BP
instan e. In parti ular, onsider su h an instan e I and let s1 > s2 > : : : > sp be the distin t
sizes of the items in I and n1 ; : : : ; npPbe the numbers of items of ea h size. A feasible pattern is
a ve tor v = (v1 ; : : : ; vp ) su h that pj=1 vj sj  1, i.e. vj items of size sj (j = 1; : : : ; p) would
t in a bin. (Note that we do not impose vj  nj , i.e. we onsider also patterns with more
items of size sj than there are in the instan e { this is somehow ru ial, as we will point out
later.) Let V donote the olle tion of all feasible patterns for I . FBP orresponds to the Linear
Program (LP)
P
min v2V xv ;
P
(1)
v2V vj xv  nj ; j = 1; : : : ; p;

xv

 0; v 2 V ;

noting that the orresponding Integer LP (ILP) (with xv onstrained to be integer for ea h
v 2 V ) is a formulation of BP. The LP dual of (1) reads
P
max pj=1 nj j ;
Pp
(2)
j =1 vj j  1; v 2 V ;
j  0; j = 1; : : : ; p:
By LP duality, the optimal solution values of (1) and (2) oin ide.
The following is a very easy property of the optimal solutions of (2) that we need in our
analysis and whose proof is in the appendix.
Lemma 1 There exists an optimal solution  of (2) su h that 1  2  : : :  p (re alling
s1 > s2 > : : : > sp).
In the following we will let optFBP (I ) denote the optimal solution value of LPs (1) and (2).
The following relevant result is an impli it byprodu t of the APTAS for BP presented in the
landmark paper of Fernandez de la Vega and Lueker [12℄. A tually the result does not appear
to be widely known (for instan e, it is posed as an open problem in [4℄ and [11℄). Therefore,
we report a detailed proof in the appendix.
Lemma 2 For ea h BP instan e I and " > 0, there exists a onstant Æ(") su h that

optBP (I )  (1 + ") optFBP (I ) + Æ("):

(3)

Using the te hniques by Karmarkar and Karp [16℄ it is possible to show a substantially
stronger result, namely
optBP (I )  optFBP (I ) + O(log2 (optFBP (I ));
but (3) is suÆ ient for our purposes and its proof is slightly simpler.
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Dual feasible fun tions

A fun tion f : [0; 1℄ ! [0; 1℄ is alled a P
dual feasible fun tion if,Pfor ea h sequen e x1 ; : : : ; xm
m f (x )  1. It is easy to
with x1 2 [0; 1℄ for i = 1; : : : ; m and m
i
i=1
i=1 xi  1, we have
he k that, giving the distin t sizes s1 ; : : : ; sp in a BP instan e and an arbitrary dual feasible
fun tion f (), the ve tor (f (s1 ); : : : ; f (sp)) is a feasible solution of (2). Conversely, the next
simple lemma, proved in the appendix, shows how to onstru t a dual feasible fun tion from
any feasible solution of (2).
Lemma 3 Let  be a feasible solution of (2) meeting the requirements of Lemma 1, and de ne
s0 := 1; sp+1 := 0;  p+1 := 0. Then the fun tion de ned by g(0) := 0 and

g(x) := j ;

for x 2 [sj ; sj 1) and j = 1; : : : ; p + 1,

(4)

is a dual feasible fun tion.

The above Lemma would not hold if V ontained only the feasible patterns v for whi h vj  nj
for j = 1; : : : ; p.
Dual feasible fun tions are essentially the same as the weighting fun tions used in the
analysis of approximation algorithms for BP. The name was introdu ed by Fekete ad S hepers
[10, 11℄, who used these fun tions in the pra ti al solution of BP and its multidimensional
generalizations. One of the main advantages of dual feasible fun tions is that they an be
used to derive lower bounds on the 2BP solution value by modifying the widths and heights
a ordingly. In parti ular, the following key lemma is proved in [10℄.
Lemma 4 Let R be a set of re tangles that t within a unit square and f (), g() be dual
feasible fun tions. Then,
X
f (wj )  g(hj )  1:
(5)
j 2R

Lemma 4 is a tually a orollary of a mu h stronger result in [10℄, stating that if the onditions
of the lemma apply then the re tangles with modi ed widths and heights t within a unit
square (and this holds not only for dimension 2 but for any dimension).

The harmoni algorithm
The results in this se tion are due to Lee and Lee [18℄. Consider a BP instan e I and let k be
1
; 1q ℄ for q = 1; : : : ; k 1, and
a positive integer. We say that an item i is of type q if si 2 ( q+1
of type k if si 2 (0; k1 ℄. The Harmoni k (Hk ) algorithm of [18℄ pa ks items of di erent types
into di erent bins. For ea h type q, the urrent bin is losed and a new one is opened when the
urrent item of type q does not t in the bin (i.e., for q < k, when the bin ontains q items).
Let
t1 := 1; tq+1 := tq (tq + 1) for i  1.
(We have t2 = 2; t3 = 6; t4 = 42; : : :.) For a positive integer k, let m(k) be the integer su h
that tm(k) < k  tm(k)+1 . Moreover, let

Tk :=

m
(k )
X

1

q=1 tq

+

1

tm(k)+1
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kk1

and

1 1
X
T1 := lim Tk =
= 1:691 : : : ;
k!1
q=1 tq

noting that Tk  T1 + k 1 1 .
The asymptoti worst- ase ratio of Hk is R1 (Hk ) = Tk . To prove this, one an de ne the
following fun tion
8 1
1
>
>
; 1q ℄ and q = 1; : : : ; k 1,
for x 2 ( q+1
< q;
(6)
fk (x) := > k
:

x ; for x 2 (0; k1 ℄,
k 1
and then apply the following two lemmas
Lemma 5 For ea h bin that is losed by Hk with items fi1 ; : : : ; ib g,
b
X
j =1

fk (sij )  1:

and

Lemma 6 For ea h sequen e x1 ; : : : ; xm with xi 2 (0; 1℄ for i = 1; : : : ; m and
m
X
i=1

i=1 xi

 1,

fk (xi )  Tk :

Corollary 1 The fun tion fk0 () de ned by fk0 (0) := 0 and fk0 (x) :=
dual feasible fun tion.

3

Pm

fk (x)
Tk

for x

2 (0; 1℄ is a

Shelf versus General 2BP

In this se tion we prove our main result, namely R1(2SBP; 2BP) = T1. We re all that
R1(2SSP; 2SP) = T1 was already shown in the paper by Csirik and Woeginger [9℄, from
whi h we will borrow some ideas.

1
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Figure 2: Bad example for 2-stage pa king.
The bad examples in [9℄ an be adapted in a straightforward way to show the following
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Lemma 7 R1 (2SBP; 2BP)  T1 .

The detailed proof, deferred to the appendix, is naturally suggested by Figure 2, that shows
the stru ture the bins in the optimal 2BP solution for the bad examples.
The interesting part of our result amounts to showing R1 (2SBP; 2BP)  T1 . To this
aim, we next present a shelf algorithm for 2BP that produ es a solution whose value an be
made arbitrarily lose to T1 . In this algorithm, shelves are formed by the following Harmoni
De reasing Heightk (HDHk ) heuristi , whi h is a natural generalization of the Hk heuristi for
BP. Here the harmoni partitioning on erns the widths of the re tangles, namely a re tangle
1
is of type q if wj 2 ( q+1
; 1q ℄ for q = 1; : : : ; k 1, and of type k if wj 2 (0; k1 ℄. Shelves are
formed with re tangles of the same type. Namely, for ea h type we pa k all the orresponding
re tangles into shelves by next t de reasing height [8℄ onsidering these re tangles in de reasing
order of height and pa king them into new shelves by a next t poli y, losing the urrent shelf
and starting a new one when the urrent re tangle does not t in the shelf. The shelves formed
by HDHk are then pa ked into bins optimally (note that this is NP-hard, but in pra ti e we
may use an APTAS for BP to get arbitrarily lose to the optimum). We remark that HDHk
is a simpli ation of the method to form shelves in [9℄. This simpli ation, whi h is essential
to a hieve our result, makes it impossible to form the shelves on-line.
We next show that the optimal solution of the BP instan e whose items orrespond to the
shelves formed by HDHk (the size of ea h item being given by the height of the orresponding
shelf) yields a good 2BP solution for the original instan e.
Lemma 8 For a 2BP instan e R, let I (R) denote the be BP instan e asso iated with the
shelves formed by HDHk for R. For ea h " > 0, there exists a onstant ("; k) su h that

optBP (I (R))  (1 + ")Tk opt2BP (R) + ("; k):

(7)

Proof Consider BP instan e I (R) and let  be a orresponding optimal solution of (2) satisfying the onditions of Lemma 1. De ne the modi ed width and height for ea h re tangle j 2 R
by fk (wj ) and g(hj ), respe tively, where fk () is de ned by (6) and g() by (4) (using ). The
modi ed area of re tangle j is given by fk (wj )  g(hj ). By Lemmas 3 and 4 and Corollary 1, we
have that the overall modi ed area of the re tangles in R is

X

j 2R

fk (wj )  g(hj )  Tk opt2BP (R)

(it would be at most opt2BP (R) if the heights were modi ed a ording to fk0 () de ned in
Corollary 1).
Considering now the shelves formed by HDHk , let the type of a shelf be the type of the
re tangles that it ontains. For q = 1; : : : ; k, we let mq be the number of shelves of type q
formed by HDHk and sq1  sq2  : : :  sqmq be the orresponding heights in de reasing order.
For onvenien e we also de ne sqmq +1 := 0 for all q.
Claim 1 The total modi ed area of the re tangles in the i-th shelf of type q in the HDHk
solution is at least g(sqi+1 ) (noting that g(sqmq +1 ) = g(0) = 0).
Proof of Claim 1 For ea h re tangle j in the i-th shelf of type q, we have sqi+1  hj  sqi ,
whi h implies g(hj )  g(sqi+1 ) by the de nition of g(). Moreover, the overall modi ed width
of the re tangles in the shelf is at least 1 by Lemma 5, with the possible ex eption of the last
shelf for whi h the laim is trivially true.
2
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following omputation is based on the \ ollapsing sum" prin iple of [8℄. Letting Gq :=
PmThe
q
q
i=1 g (si ) denote the overall modi ed height of the shelves of type q , we have that the total

modi ed area of the asso iated re tangles is at least
q +1
mX

i=2

g(sq1 )  Gq

g(sqi ) = Gq

1:

This implies, summing over all types,
k
X

(Gq

q=1

1) =

k
X
q=1

Gq

k

X
j 2R

fk (wj )  g(hj )  Tk opt2BP (R)

i.e., noting that the optimal FBP solution value for instan e I (R) is given by the sum of the
modi ed heights of the shelves, we have
optFBP (I (R)) =

k
X
q=1

Gq  Tk opt2BP (R) + k;

whi h yields, along with (3),
optBP (I (R))  (1 + ") optFBP (I (R)) + Æ(")  (1 + ")Tk opt2BP (R) + k + Æ(");

2

ompleting the proof.
Lemma 9 R1 (2SBP; 2BP)  T1 .
Proof Noting that opt2SBP (R)  optBP (I (R)), by (7), we have

opt2SBP (R)  (1 + ")Tk opt2BP (R) + ("; k):
Choosing k :=

1+"

"

so that Tk  T1 + " and taking the limit for " ! 0 yields the laim.

2

The following main result is the ombination of Lemmas 7 and 9.
Theorem 1 R1(2SBP; 2BP) = T1 .
To on lude the se tion, we point out that our analysis immediately extends to the ase in
whi h the re tangles have bounded width. Consider the value T1 ( ), whi h is de ned by

T1( ) := lim max
k!1

(m
X
i=1

fk (xi ) : x 2 (0;

℄m ;

m
X
i=1

)

xi  1 ;

1
; 1q ℄ for ea h positive integer q. Letting
and is easily seen to be onstant for
2 ( q+1
1
R (2SBP; 2BP; ) denote the asymptoti worst- ase ratio for instan es where all re tangles
have width bounded by , we have the following
Corollary 2 For ea h 2 (0; 1℄, R1(2SBP; 2BP; ) = T1 ( ).

Table 1 ontains the values of R1(2SBP; 2BP; ) for di erent ranges of .
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2
( 12 ; 1℄
1
R (2SBP; 2BP; ) 1.691. . .

( 31 ; 12 ℄
1.423. . .

( 14 ; 13 ℄
1.302. . .

Table 1: The value of R1 (2SBP; 2BP; ) for

4

( 51 ; 14 ℄
1.234. . .

> 51 .

Impli ations on Approximation

In this se tion, we dis uss the impli ations of the result (and the proof methods) of the previous
se tion on the approximability of 2BP.
Given a method T to pa k re tangles into shelves and an approximation algorithm A for
BP, let S (T; A) be the shelf algorithm for 2BP that onstru ts the shelves a ording to T and
then pa ks these shelves into bins a ording to A. A orollary of the results of the previous
se tion is
Corollary 3 For ea h approximation algorithm A for BP,

lim R1 (S (HDHk ; A)) = T1  R1(A):

k!1

Of ourse, onsidering bounded widths, the above result applies with T1 ( ) instead of T1 .
Taking for A the linear time APTAS of [12℄ we get an O(n log n)-time approximation algorithm for 2BP with asymptoti worst- ase ratio arbitrarily lose to T1 . On the other hand,
there are also algorithms A for BP su h that R1(A) = 1 whose running time is polynomial
(although mu h worse than O(n log n)). This was rst observed by Johnson [15℄, and the best
su h algorithm is by Karmarkar and Karp [16℄.
In fa t, the idea of using in the analysis the heights modi ed a ording to (4) appears to be
quite fruitful. For instan e, it is immediate to he k that the analyses performed in [8℄ for the
Next Fit De reasing Height (NF DH ) and the First Fit De reasing Height (F F DH ) methods
to form shelves (in the 2SP ontext) arry over also to the 2BP ase. More spe i ally, we have
Lemma 10 For a 2BP instan e R, let I (R) denote the be BP instan e asso iated with the
shelves formed by NF DH for R. For ea h " > 0, there exists a onstant (") su h that

optBP (I (R))  (1 + ")2 opt2SP (R) + ("):

(8)

Lemma 11 For a 2BP instan e R, let I (R) denote the be BP instan e asso iated with the
shelves formed by F F DH for R. For ea h " > 0, there exists a onstant (") su h that

optBP (I (R))  (1 + ")1:7 opt2SP (R) + ("):

(9)

Lemma 12 For a 2BP instan e R su h that all re tangles in R have width at most m1 for some
xed m  2, let I (R) denote the be BP instan e asso iated with the shelves formed by F F DH
for R. For ea h " > 0, there exists a onstant (") su h that

optBP (I (R))  (1 + ")(1 + m1 ) opt2SP (R) + ("):

(10)

The proofs of the above lemmas are obtained by reprodu ing the original ones in [8℄ (Theorems
1, 2, and 3, respe tively), whi h are all based on onsiderations on the area of the items,
using the modi ed heights de ned by (4) instead of the original heights. (A tually, for the
ounterpart of Lemma 11 a modi ed width, along with the orresponding modi ed area, is
used in [8℄, but the height is always un hanged, as is natural for 2SP.)
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Corollary 4 For ea h approximation algorithm A for BP,

R1 (S (NF DH; A))  2  R1(A):

Corollary 5 For ea h approximation algorithm A for BP,

R1(S (F F DH; A))  1:7  R1 (A):

17
A spe ial ase of the last orollary is R1 (S (F F DH; F F D ))  ( 10
)( 119 ) = 2:077 : : :, where
F F D is the well-known First Fit De reasing heuristi for BP. Algorithm S (F F DH; F F D) is
the 20-years-lasting hampion for 2BP proposed in [5℄ (and therein alled Hybrid First Fit),
where a (fairly ompli ated) proof that R1 (S (F F DH; F F D ))  2:125 is presented, and the
)( 119 ) is mentioned in the on lusions.
\amusing"possibility that R1 (S (F F DH; F F D )) = ( 17
10
Although we do not know if equality holds (the best lower bound that we are aware of is
2:022 : : : from [5℄), our upper bound is stronger and very easy to prove starting from the results
of the previous se tion and those in [8℄.
Table 2 presents the upper bounds on the asymptoti worst- ase ratios of S (T; A) for di erent ombinations of T (rows) and A ( olumns). HDH1 indi ates that we are taking the limit
for k ! 1, A is a generi heuristi for BP with R1(A ) = 1, and MF F D is the Modi ed
First Fit De reasing heuristi of Garey and Johnson [13℄, the algorithm with the best asymptoti worst- ase ratio among the \pra ti al" ones, whi h runs in O(n log n) time without huge
onstants hidden inside. Note that, in order to have a worst- ase ratio better than 2 for 2BP
we apparently need an APTAS to pa k the shelves into bins at the moment (at least as long
as we sti k to deterministi algorithms).

A

MF F D

FFD

HDH1 1.691. . . 2.001. . . 2.066. . .
NF DH
2
2.366. . . 2.444. . .
F F DH
1.7
2.011. . . 2.077. . .
Table 2: Upper bounds on R1 (T; A) for various ombinations of T (rows) and A ( olumns).

5

Final Remarks

The main open problem is of ourse to nd out more about the approximability of BP. At rst
glan e it may seem that, in order to improve on the T1 ratio, one has to forget about shelf
algorithms. However, this may not be the ase: onsider the optimal 2SBP solution in whi h
shelves are horizontal (as was the ase throughout the paper) as well as the optimal 2SBP
solution in whi h they are verti al. (Re all that near-optimal 2SBP solutions an be found in
polynomial { although astronomi al { time [3℄.) There is no eviden e that the worst- ase ratio
between the best of these two solutions and the optimal 2BP one an be as bad as T1 . On the
other hand, it is easy to onstru t examples showing that we annot do better than T1 if both
horizontal and verti al shelves are formed by HDHk .
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Appendix
Proof of Lemma 1 Suppose we have si > sj and i < j . We will show how to de ne another
optimal solution  of (2) su h that i = j and h = h for h 6= i; j , whi h learly implies the
laim. Consider the solution  de ned by

i := j :=

ni i + nj j
; h := h for h 6= i; j .
ni + nj

The value of  is learly equal to that of . Moreover, the feasibility of  follows from i =
j < j and the fa t that, for ea h pattern v 2 V , also the pattern v0 de ned by vi0 := 0,
vj0 := vi + vj , vh0 := vh for h 6= i; j is feasible. Therefore,
p
X
j =1

p
p
X
X
0
vj j = vj j  vj0 j  1;
j =1

j =1

sin e  is feasible.

2

Proof of Lemma 2 (In this proof we use the notation si to denote both the size of a spe i
item and one of the distin t sizes in a BP instan e; this should generate no onfusion sin e it
will always be lear whi h one of the two things we mean.)
Let  := 1+" " , S := fi 2 I : si < g be the set of small items and L := fi 2 I : si  g the
set of large items, letting s1  s2  : : :  s` be the sizes of the items in L in de reasing order.
De ne the following set L of ` items by hanging the sizes of the large items a ording to
the well-known linear grouping te hnique of [12℄. If ` < 22 , then L oin ides with L, and we
let p := `. Otherwise, we de ne q := b`2 and form p := d q` e groups L1 ; : : : ; Lp of onse utive
items in L, starting from the rst item and letting Lp ontain ` (p 1)q items. The sizes
of the items in L are obtained from those in L by repla ing the size of ea h item in group Lk
(k = 1; : : : ; p) by sk := mini2Lk sk .
A feasible solution of BP for I is obtained as follows. If grouping was performed (i.e. if
`  22 ), pa k ea h of the q items in L1 in a separate bin. For the remaining items in L, solve
FBP asso iated with the items in L obtaining an optimal basi solution and round up this
solution. This yields a feasible pa king for the items in L as well as a feasible pa king for the
items in L n L1 , whi h is obtained by repla ing ea h of the q items of size sk in the pa king for L
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by an item of Lk+1 (the spa e reserved in the solution for the items of size sq is not used, as well
as part of the spa e for the items of size sq 1 ). If grouping was not performed, solve FBP for
L  L obtaining an optimal basi solution and round up this solution. Let heur(L) denote the
number of bins used to pa k the items in L. Finally, the small items are pa ked in an arbitrary
order, starting from the bins already ontaining some large items and onsidering a new bin
only when the urrent small item does not t in the urrent bin. Let heur(I )  heur(L) denote
the number of bins used by the solution.
If heur(I ) > heur(L), then all the bins with the possible ex eption of the last one ontain
items for a total size of at least (1 ). This implies
heur(I ) 

Pp

j =1 nj sj

1



+ 1;

i.e., onsidering the trivial dual solution of (2) de ned by i0 := si (j = 1; : : : ; p) and re alling
the de nition of , we have
optBP (I )  heur(I )  (1 + ")

p
X
j =1

nj j0 + 1  (1 + ") optFBP (I ) + 1:

(11)

If heur(I ) = heur(L), note that the number of bins to pa k the items in L is at most
optFBP (L) + p, sin e a basi solution of (1) for L has at most p nonzero omponents, p being
the number of onstraints in the LP. Sin e the items in L1 are pa ked into q additional bins
if grouping was performed, and are already pa ked in the rounded LP solution otherwise, we
have
heur(I )  optFBP (L) + p + q:
(12)
Note that optFBP (I )  optFBP (L)  optFBP (L), sin e L is de ned from I by removing
some items and L is de ned form L by de reasing the size of some other items. Moreover, it is
easy to he k that p  32 + 1 and q   optFBP (I ). The rst relation is implied by

p

`
`
3
+1 2
+ 1  2 + 1;
2
b`
` 1


where the last inequality holds sin e `2  2. As to the se ond relation, it follows from q  `2
and optFBP (I )  optFBP (L)  `, re alling the trivial dual solution 0 mentioned above, in
whi h j0   for sj  . Therefore (12) along with the de nition of (< ") imply
optBP (I )  heur(I )  (1 + ") optFBP (I ) +
The ombination of (11) and (13) yields the desired result.

3(1 + ")2

"2

+ 1:

(13)

2

Proof
Pm of Lemma 3 Consider a sequen e x1 ; : : : ; xm with x1 2 [0; 1℄ for i = 1; : : : ; m and
i = 1; : : : ; m, let ji be su h that xi 2 [sji ; sji 1 ), noting that we an assume
i=1 xi  1. For P
xi > 0. We have m
i=1 sji  1, i.e. the sizes sj1 ; : : : ; sjm are asso iated with a feasible pattern
in V (de ned by ounting the number of o urren es of ea h size). Then the onstraints in (2)
guarantee
m
X
i=1

g (x i ) =

m
X
i=1
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ji  1:

2

Proof of Lemma 7 Consider positive integers b; k and a real value " 2 (0; 12 ℄ su h that b is a
multiple of tq for q = 1; : : : ; k and 1" is integer. De ne the the instan e R with b  "q1 1 re tangles
of width tq 1+1 + " and height "q 1 for q = 1; : : : ; k (this means that there are b re tangles of
width 21 + " and height 1, "b re tangles of width 31 + " and height ", . . . ; see Figure 2). It is
easy to he k that these re tangles t into b unit squares, as illustrated in Figure 2. On the
other hand, if the re tangles have to be pa ked into shelves (and then the shelves into bins),
an almost optimal solution pa ks the items of di erent heights into di erent shelves. More
pre isely, it is proved in [3℄ that the best value, say z , of the 2SBP solution for R under the
additional requirement that only items of the same height be pa ked into a shelf satis es

z  (1 + 4")opt2SBP (R) + 1:

(14)

Pa king items of the same height in the same shelf optimally means that, for q = 1; : : : ; k, tq
items t in ea h shelf, i.e. there are tq "bq 1 shelves of height "q 1 , whose overall height is tbq .
Sin e the total height of the shelves is a lower bound on z , we get

0

1
1
+ ::: +
= optBP (R) T1
zb
t1
tk

1
1 1
X
A:
t
q
q=k+1

The proof follows from (14) and (15) by taking the limit for " ! 0, k ! 1, b ! 1.
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(15)
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